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Chapter I- Introduction

The purpose o f this special project is to create a self-esteem calendar for use by parents
and teachers to increase the level o f self-esteem in our children. The way children feel about
themselves is a determining factor in their willingness to take the positive risks that build
self-esteem. A teacher is a major factor in encouraging students to take the positive risks. Using
lively activities, scenarios close to student experience, and rewarding programs, young children
can develop effective strategies they can use to feel good about what they have achieved, so that
they can be proud o f themselves and express their feelings both orally and physically. I f teachers
and parents want to contribute to a child's self-esteem, they need a clear sense o f their own values
and attitudes. This will help students develop a positive self-image, respect differences, develop
resourcefulness, and learn constructive strategies for dealing with anger, resolving conflicts, and
making friends. Parents also play an important role because they reinforce the accomplishments
o f their child at home.
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Chapter II- Review o f Literature

Self-esteem is an important part of every student's character. A child's feeling about
himself make up his self-esteem. High self-esteem means being satisfied with who you are, liking
yourself, and respecting yourself for meeting your own standards as a human being (Rosenberg,
1985). Psychologists talk about self-esteem as something related but slightly different from
self-concepts. A person's self-concept is made up o f the ideas he has about himself, an assessment
o f his skills and traits, whereas self-esteem is how much he feels he is worth. Two children may
each think that they are attractive, but not good in school. One child may think it is most
important to look good while the other child may think that doing well in school is most
important. These two children may have very different degrees o f self-esteem, because they differ
in the values and attitudes they hold in school achievement and personal appearance.
There are a number o f components to self-esteem. We must feel that we are (1) capable;
(2) significant in that we matter to others; (3) powerful and have some say in what we do; and (4)
unique and worth while in our own right (Coppersmith, 1967; Schilling, 1986). A child must
develop in each o f these ways in order to have a good feeling about himself. Yet, there seems to
be less self-esteem in a learning disabled or handicapped classroom. Inconclusive data are
established about the actual effect of "labeling" a student and their self-esteem.
Results o f recent research suggest that leaning disabled (LD) students may be at risk for
developing negative self-concepts (Byron & Byron, 1983). The concern with self-concept is
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motivated, in part, by developmental theory and research indicating that during the elementary
grades children's self-perceptions are affected by their academic achievement (Erikson, 1963,
Macoby, 1983).
One characteristic o f children with learning disabilities is that they do not develop a
schema that promotes active, independent learning. Many also lack the motivation needed to
complete tasks and reach goals independently. The child with learning disabilities faces new
challenges about himself. Teachers are often concerned about the self-esteem o f the child with
learning disabilities because they want children to grow into healthy, happy, self-directed
individuals. Conclusively, the goal o f teachers becomes to increase student's motivation by
increasing their self-esteem.
As the author strives to achieve a masters in specific learning disabilities, it has come to
her attention that an important success factor for learning disabled students is self-esteem. As
teachers, were are faced with the challenge of instilling self-esteem into our children. If we can
find ways to incorporate success into our educational programs, the opportunity to achieve
elevated self-esteem is greatly increased. The goal o f this project is to create a "self-esteem
calendar" to assist the author and other teachers in building success in our classrooms by
promoting activities that can boost a child's self-esteem. Similarly, the calendar can be used by
parents on weekends and during the summer months. In order to get an accurate intake o f
knowledge, the focus o f the calendar can not center about books and journals. In essence, it is
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the parents, teachers and students who can contribute the greatest advice and information.
Therefore, information will be voluntarily contributed and used in the calendar.
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Chapter III- Methodology
Goals of the Project:
A fte r using th e ca lenda r, te a chers, pa re n ts a nd stu d e n ts will:

1. Recognize the obstacles o f poor self-esteem
2. Identify and have a clear understanding o f self-esteem
3. Develop techniques that will add to the repertoire o f strategies
4. Have an increased understanding o f the benefits o f self-esteem
5. Develop strategies that teachers can use in the classroom and parents can use at home
to benefit the child
6. Apply these basic methods and skills in the classroom and at home

Because the calendar is an optional tool for teachers and parents to use, it will be difficult to
evaluate whether these goals have been accomplished. The accomplishments o f the calendar will
be seen through the increase in self-esteem o f each child in their different environments. The
effects o f the calendar will be different for each child according to their needs.

The Audience:
The audience would consist primarily o f teachers, parents and students, although other
persons would be welcome to use the calendar. The calendar would benefit all audiences by
informing them o f issues and ideas that could benefit the child's self- esteem.
The calendar will have activities for each day o f the year. The weekdays from September
June will have activities for teachers to use in their classrooms. The weekends and summer
month will have activities for parents and their children.
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Recruitment:
Getting parents, teachers and students to volunteer information will be the most difficult
challenge to face. We know that most parents want to be involved in their child's education,
teachers are interested in their students, and students are curious about "adult" things, such as the
calendar, but it is very difficult to get people to actually volunteer information. In order to make
the information gathering easier, the following steps could be considered:
1. Notify parents teachers, and students about the calendar through memos or school
newsletters, PTA bulletins, letters or flyers. It would be best to mail letters directly to parents as
children sometimes forget to take letters home.
2. Enlist a parent leader to help with the gathering o f ideas. Contacting a parent who is
well known and well respected, can facilitate participation. In fact, such a person can also
communicate the need for such a program. A good place to start may be with your PTA
president.
3. Give a brief presentation about this program at parent and teacher meeting near the
beginning o f the year. It is important to get parents and teachers interested as early as possible.
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Chapter IV- Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations
One's self-esteem is threatened by continued failure. Self-esteem is gained through
mastery o f a skill or task, through perceived respect from peers and also through feelings o f
competence. It seems apparent that a Learning Disabled student could easily follow a course
toward complete loss o f self-esteem because of their continued unsuccessfulness in a regular
classroom. If a student can perceive that they have competencies, in areas other than academic
work, they will be less likely to be devastated by the hardships o f the classroom. In order to
maintain their self-esteem, student need a support system from sources such as teachers, parents,
and peers to acknowledge that they possess other competencies. This is the ultimate goal o f the
self-esteem calendar. The calendar promotes a feeling o f control and success by emphasizing
participation in the learning process rather than the final product. Thus, the calendar builds
feelings o f self-worth by increasing self-confidence and self-concept and providing an experience
o f success.
Ultimately, the calendar should be used by any person in contact with children. The
calendar becomes a source of support not only for the student, but the parent and teacher.
Future plans for this calendar include revisions and graphic enhancement. The publishing
o f the calendar would be the ultimate goal and honor.

Appendix A
Self Esteem Calendar
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Trivia Day
Trivia Day celebrates useless pieces of information about any topic. W rite "trivial"
facts about family members on index cards, one fact per card. Take turns reading
them aloud. Can your family guess who's who?

Tuesday

Give your student's some responsibility in the classroom. Assign daily helpers
to facilitate your daily routine.

Wednesday
Use blocks or tiles to invent a pattern that grows.
Share your pattern with a partner. See if your partner can describe your pattern.
Can your partner predict what comes next? Next, trade places with your partner and
see if they can create a pattern that grows. Can you describe your partner's
pattern? Can you extend it?

Thursday
Love yourself by loving the earth.
After talking about recycling and the importance of recycling, try to convert recyclable
materials into book covers. You can use boxes, trash bags, wallpaper samples, or used
folders. Each tim e you need a cover, have your students select or decorate something
suitable from your collection or recyclables.

Friday
Strengthen the home/school connection with a student-illustrated finger play book.
Give each student a written copy of a finger play. Talk about the meaning o f the
finger play; then ask each student to illustrate his copy o f it. When several finger plays
have been learned, punch holes in the margins of each student's page and bind them in
a three-prong folder beneath a letter encouraging parents to say these finger plays with
the child.
Pat Boland
Chester, VA

Saturday
Elvis Presley, the King of rock-and-roll, born in 1935.
Slick back your hair, wail into a paper-towel-tube microphone, and sing like Elvis.

Sunday
Take your child to the park.

Notes

Monday

r

Make your students feel secure by showing sincere interest in them and telling them
the expectations you have for them.

Tuesday

9

Make a "ME" collage using magazines or scrap material. If the students want
to, have them share their collages with the class.

Wednesday

to

Passing out Papers
Save yourself time by letting children pass out papers. Put the papers to be
given out in a clear plastic bag labeled "Thanks for being so helpful. Please
pass these out in the morning. This idea is easy, and students enjoy feeling
asked to be the "helper" in the class.
Mary Dinneen
Bristol, CT

Thursday
Write down a criticism that you have received that hurt your feelings. Then make
a list of all your own negative thoughts that were triggered by this criticism. Take
responsibility for your own hurt ouches by recognizing how you hurt yourself by
your own self-criticism.
* Criticism that I have received.....
* My automatic negative thought... More rational responses......
Do you feel less hurt now by the criticism? Do you see how you can be your own
worst enemy? Discuss this with your teacher and classmates.
Pat Boland
Chester, VA
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Friday
Spelling Basketball
Use a Nerf ball and wastebasket to add a little fun to weekly spelling tests. Divide the
class into any number of teams. After the final spelling test, check the words. Each
team takes shots according to the number of words missed on the test. For every "hoop"
made, one point is scored. Record each team's score for the week on a scoreboard.
The team which has the most points at the end o f a designated period
wins a prize

Saturday
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When young children get angry, their strong feeling can propel them to inappropriate
or destructive behavior. This video makes students aware that anger is a natural emotion
everyone experiences at times. It shows children that it's not the getting angry that counts,
but what they decide to do about it. This video offers easy-to-understand ways to cope.
12 minute video- Sunburst Videos, Pleasantville, NY

Sunday
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Help your child make their bed... it may lead to an unexpected pillow fight!

Notes

Monday
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Encourage inventiveness. Ask your students to think of anything in the world that they
wish they could invent. How would they do it? Offer your support and encouragement
in attaining their goals.

Tuesday

16

Martin Luther King's Birthday
Part of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s philosophy was that together we can make a
difference in the world. Carry out Dr. King's theme by making self-esteem plaques.
To make each plaque, cut a piece of cardboard into the desired shape. Cover it with
aluminum foil, wrapping paper, or construction paper. On colored index cards, have the
student write reasons why he makes his classroom, school, family, and com munity better
places. Have the student glue the cards and a recent photo of himself on his plaque.
Have students mount them on a bulletin board honoring Dr. King.

Wednesday

17

Everyone knows you need a new calendar at the beginning of a new year. Why
not let your kids take over that job for you? Tell students you have been appointed
publisher for Kid Kalendar, Inc., and that you have hired them as editors. Staple
finished calendar pages together. Be sure to duplicate extra copies for principals,
librarian, and other faculty members. When finished, each student will have his own
calendar.
Patricia Leonard
Chester, VA

Thursday
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Write down the first five thoughts that you would say to yourself if you flunked an
important exam.
Now imagine your best friend in tears because she flunked her exam. W rite the
thoughts that you would say to her.
Compare the thoughts above. To whom were you kinder? Which thoughts will lead to
a more positive reaction? Which thoughts are more punishing and hurtful? Would you ever
treat yourself like you treat a friend? Would you ever treat a friend like you treat Yourself?
Robyn White
Chester, VA

Friday
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Crazy cut outs
From a magazine cut out component parts of pictures such as a head of an animal; the nose
of a plane; back of a truck; any eye, ear, nose or mouth o f a person. Glue the picture to a
piece of construction paper. Ask students who this person reminds them of? W hat are the
pictures best features? What features would you change?
Susan Angle
Chester, VA

Saturday

20

As a new president takes office on January 20, let children in the neighborhood
host their own inauguration party. Declare the day an official "red, white, and blue"
day. Have children make star shaped cookies iced with red or blue icing. Appoint
someone to toast the new president. What would the children do for our country
if they were the new president?
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Sunday
Teach your child how to sew.

Notes

Monday
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Permission to Be imperfect
W rite an imperfect story about an imperfect boy and girl who have imperfect parents,
friends, and teachers. W rite about their imperfect day at school. Make sure your
grammar and creativity are imperfect.

Tuesday
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Design a trophy to represent a particular sport or classroom event. W rite the wording
to be engraved on the trophy. Include why and to whom the trophy should by awarded.
Offer this trophy as a weekly incentive to a deserving student.

Wednesday
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Hat Day
Use stiff paper to make a cone-shaped hat. Attach miniature toys, stickers, and ribbon
to make your hat uniquely yours.

Thursday

25

Pencil Checks
Having a problem with students who use stubs instead of sharpened pencils with erasers?
Have random pencil checks. Offer some type of privilege or reward, such as a sticker or
extra quiet reading time, to those students having a pencil in good shape. It will not
take long for all students to get the message and have proper pencils ready to go.
Catherine Cannon
Glen Burnie, MD

Friday
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You are now a detective trying to find the answer to the question: WHAT OR WHO IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW W E FEEL? A sk ten different people you know (friends,
family, teachers, etc.) how they would feel if they were in the following situation.
You try out for a part in a school play. Your best friend gets the part you wanted.
How do you feel?
It will be comforting to know that others feel the same way you do.
Robyn White
Chester, VA

Saturday
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Hot and Spicy Food International Day! Help your child heat a package of frozen egg rolls.
Spice them up with a smear of hot mustard.

Sunday

22

Author Clyde Robert Bulla was born in 1914. W hat did do on winter evenings before
radio and television were invented? Read Daniel's Duck io find out about the
entertaining craft of woodworking. What is a task that your child is "crafty" with?

Notes

Monday

29

Think of all the ways you help yourself to be happy. Cut out some paper balloons
and write your ideas on the balloons. Hang the balloons from the ceiling. Ideas for
the balloons could include:
Things
Things I need
Thoughts I tell myself
Places
Things I do
I give
Ways
I
behave
I go

Tuesday
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Discuss with the children the fact that there are many features about us- both
inside and out- that make us very special individuals. A sk students to draw a
picture of a flower and put their face in the middle of the flower. Remind them to
add special characteristics such as glasses or freckles. A sk them to find a
classmate with the same color eyes, hair, or other "outside feature." Now ask
them to find someone with the same "inside feature" such as favorite food or TV
show. A sk the children if they can be different and still be friends. Lastly, color
the flowers and "plant their special garden" on a bulletin board.
Susan Angle
Chester, VA

Wednesday
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Have the students memorize the following poem:
I know a special person, I really like a lot
Who made me feel so good insideI think that I might pop!
One day I passed a mirror
And stopped to look and see
That very special person,
You guessed, it's really me!

Author Unknown

Thursday
Have each child write something "great" about another child in the room. Make sure
everyone has someone to write about- nothing negative. Share the comments with the
entire class.

1

Friday

2

On February 2, crowds will gather in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, in search of that
famous groundhog, "Punxsutawney Phil, King of the Weather Prophets." According to
legend, if Phil sees his shadow when he emerges ( or if the sun shines), six more weeks
of winter will follow. Would your students like Phil to see his shadow this year or predict
the early approach of spring instead? After brainstorming the advantages and
disadvantages of each, have students write letters to Phil persuading him to make the
prediction o f their choice. Remind students that groundhogs have a reputation for being
stubborn, so they’ll have to include plenty of persuasive reasons for Phil to grant their
response!
Mary Anne Haffner and Sue Nations

Saturday
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Take a walk with your child.

Sunday
Help your child bake cookies.

Notes

Monday

S

Make your students feel secure by showing sincere interest in them and telling them
the expectations you have for them.

Tuesday

6

Read / L/'ke Me
Written and Illustrated by Nancy Carlson
Published by Viking Kestrel

Wednesday

7

Since children learn best when they feel good about themselves, nurturing
positive self-esteem in children is one o f your greatest goals. After sharing
the book / Like Me, encourage each child to follow the pig's example and
verbalize som e o f the things that he likes about himself. Then give each child
a sheet o f art paper that has been programmed with "I like me because..."
Have each child illustrate to complete the sentence starter; then record each
child's dictation on his page Complete all of the pages and cover into a class
book and then have each child share his page with the class.

Thursday
Children have a natural curiosity (and sometimes fear) about people who look
different from themselves. Positive attitudes in children towards all kinds of people
can be promoted by addressing their questions and fears. Share Why Does That
Man Have Such a Big Nose? by Mary Beth Quinsey. Use the book as a
springboard for discussion and answer each child's questions directly. By solving
some of the mysteries in your youngsters' minds, you're planting the seeds for
greater appreciation and acceptance of all kinds of people.
Cynthia Holt
Chester, VA
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Friday

9

Approving of M yself by Myself
Cut out about five to ten hearts per child. Have each student write in each heart a way
in which they try to win their own approval. Discuss with the class the difference
between winning your own approval and winning others' approval of yourself. Does it
feel different to you? How? Which do you trust more? Why? Which is more important?
Why?
Robyn White
Chester, VA

Saturday
Rent a movie and enjoy it with a large tub of popcorn!

Sunday
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Go to the zoo.

Notes

Monday

12

Nurture a caring classroom environment while creating a lovely valentine display.
As a class, discuss the meaning of the phrase "Have a Heart." Provide are
materials such as doily, lace, and fabric pieces; colored glue; tissue paper; and
sponge-painting supplies. Have each child use these supplies to decorate a
construction-paper heart. Mount each child's word on a bulletin board along
with his dictation of what it means to "Have a Heart." (Example- Saying thank you!)
Allison Prose
Gainesville, FL

Tuesday

13

Mending Broken Hearts
Here's a fun way to pair your students for a variety of Valentine games and activities.
Cut out one construction paper heart for every two children. Cut each heart in half
using a different jigsaw-style cut. Have each child choose a cutout: then have him mingle
among his classmates searching for the other half o f his broken heart. Once all
of the hearts are mended, your other lessons can begin.
Pamela Fulton

Wednesday

14

Begin your valentine celebration with a hearty dose of compliments. Attach a
construction-paper heart to a top corner of each child's desk. Throughout the day
invite each student to write one compliment on each classmate's cutout. Your
students' hearts will overflow with warm messages of encouragement

Thursday
Sing the song M-E
Tune: "Rain, Rain, Go Away"
M-E, M-E,
I'm as super as can be
M-E, M-E,
Look my way, you will agree!
Laverne Warner
Huntsville, TX
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Friday

16

Watch the video Everyone Gets Scared Sometimes
Using lively songs, scenarios close to student experience, and a storyteller to move
the action along, this program demonstrates that everyone gets scared sometimes.
The video helps students understand that while fear can take many forms, they can
get it under control, and that it may even be useful for keeping out of danger.
Sunburst Video
Pleasantville, NY

Saturday

17

Read Teddy Bear's Picnic Lunch and enjoy a nice afternoon picnic in the park.

Sunday

/fe& oet*?

Take a trip to the public library.

Notes

17

Monday
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Write a letter to yourself. Tell yourself about a situation in your life right now that is
causing you to feel anger or sadness or hurt or disappointment or guild. Discuss with
your class how to be compassionate with yourself. How do you know when you are
treating yourself with respect? With no respect?
You may want to have the children send their letters home, read it, then see if they
have answered some of their problems just by writing them in a letter.

Tuesday

20

How would you plan a Chocolate Lovers Day? Pose that question to groups of four to six
students each, have each group plan activities for a day long celebration of guest list,
and invitations- all will need to be included in the plans. After each group presents its
plan (using posters, the chalkboard, duplicated handouts, etc.) vote on favorite ideas and
set a date. Then divide into new committees and get ready for your sweet celebration.
Cindy Newell

Wednesday

21

Scavenger Hunt
Each person must identify a person in the room who satisfies each clue:
1. Has three brothers
2. Speaks a foreign language
3. is left handed
4. has read poetry
5. was born on a holiday
6. is an only child
7. has traveled to another state
8. Has been on a train in the last 6 months
9. has a hobby of collecting something
10. has been to Idaho

Thursday
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Wrong conclusions
Write a story about a time you jumped to the wrong conclusion about a situation. Describe
what happened as a result of jumping to the wrong conclusion. W hat would you do differently
or how would you think differently next time? Read your story to your classmates.

Friday

23

Right Conclusions
Now write another story, but this time jump to the accurate conclusion. W rite a new
ending based on the more accurate conclusions. Read your story to your classmates.

Saturday

24

Make ice cream sundaes. Be sure to include your favorite ice cream flavors, hot fudge,
whipped cream, sprinkles.....and don't forget the cherry on top!

Sunday

25

Have your child cut out the coupons from the Sunday paper. How much money did
they help you save?

Notes

Monday
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Young children are often thrilled to discover the similarities among themselves and
their peers. Encourage children to recognize and accept their unique differences
too. Seat youngsters in a group on the floor. Ask two volunteers to stand in front of
the group. Ask the seated youngsters to name some things that the two volunteers
have in common. For example, they might both be boys, have brown hair, or be
wearing jeans. Next ask youngsters to name the differences in the volunteers such
as eye color or clothing. After naming several differences, exclaim with mock alarm,
"Oh no! They are different! Now they can't be friends!"
Robyn White
Chester, VA

Tuesday
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Pretend you are a sports announcer. Write and tape-record a com mentary of a
famous sports event. Share the results with the class.

Wednesday

27

Sing the song *1 am Special"
I am special, yes I am
Yes I am, yes I am
I am special, Yes I am
I'm very special

Sung to the tune "London Bridge*
No one else has a face like mine
Just like mine, just like mine
No one else has a face like mine
I'm very special

No one else has hair like mine
Just like mine, just like mine

No one else has eyes like mine
Just like mine, just like mine
No one else has eyes like mine
I'm very special

No one else has hair like mine
I'm very special
by Judy Bush
Franklin, MA

Thursday
Read The Little Rabbit Who Wanted Red Wings by Carolyn Sherwin Bailey.
This story helps student realize that they are special just the way they are.

t

Friday

S

Use each student's yearbook picture and make the child a personalized bookmark.
Each bookmark should have a personalized message from the teacher so everytime the
student opens their favorite books, they see themselves and the enlightening message you
have written.

Saturday

3

Take your child to an arcade.

Sunday
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Make waffles or pancakes for breakfast. See if you can make them from scratch!

Notes

Monday

5

Cut out the cartoon section of the Sunday paper. Try to find expressions of
characters that would accurately describe how a student might feel if they were in the
following situations...
You were not picked for the team that you wanted to be on.
You get all A's on a report card...
Your best friend moves away...
You win a prestigious trophy...

Tuesday

6

The Cha-Cha was introduced in 1954. Ask your gym teacher to help your
class learn this dance from Cuba. 1,2,3,- cha-cha-cha!
You may want to see if you can get on the stage and have a mini-production for
other classes to see and learn.

Wednesday

7

Alexander Graham Bell patented the telephone in 1876! Play the telephone
game with friends. Players form a line, and the first player quickly whispers a
message to the next person. The message is rapidly passed down the line
from ear to ear. The last person repeats the message aloud. Can you trust
your classmates. How close is the final message to the original message?

Thursday
Help your student write a poem about himself or herself. For example...
There was a boy name Dave
His hair had a permanent wave
he liked to play ball
And that isn't allHe was tall and strong and brave.
Cheryl Sauls Taylor
Cincinatti, Ohio

7

Friday
Here's an enlightening activity to increase each child's understanding and awareness of
people who are visually impaired. Cut several eyeglass fram e shapes from double
thicknesses of construction paper. Glue pieces of waxed paper between each of two
construction paper, frames so that the waxed paper covers each of the lens areas,
have each child wear a pair o f the glasses for a short period of tim e while participating
in an activity. After all children have had a turn wearing a pair o f glasses, ask the
questions... could you still think? hear? Talk? What could you see? Were you just as
sm art as you are not? If someone were mean to you, would it have hurt your feelings?
What things were difficult for you? What could you do well?
Jan Trautman

Ittmct. tO

Saturday
Watch cartoons with your children.

tt

Sunday
Learn how to work a camera. Go on a picture spree!

Notes

Monday

12

Throughout Irish history, the Irish people have typically enjoyed riddles, jokes,
sayings, and stories. Many of these oral traditions have been carried across the
ocean to North America by Irish immigrants. See if your class can make up some
funny Irish jokes, riddles, or stories.

Tuesday
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Nothing excites and motivates children live traces of surprise visits from an unexpected
friend. During the days preceding St. Patrick's Day, leave clues around your classroom that
lead youngsters to believe that a leprechaun has been in their midst! On day, before
youngsters arrive, turn their desks around and their chairs upside down. Make a trail of
c u to u t construction paper feet or dip a small sneaker in washable paint and leave footprints
on the wall and floor. Another time, leave traces of gold glitter and green shamrocks in
places where youngsters will discover them through out the course of the day. If someone
starts to suspect you, have a colleague place a green jelly bean on each child's desk which
you are out of the room with your class.
Jill Haertner
Hondo, TX

Wednesday

14

Follow the Leprechaun
Make a set o f leprechaun ears by attaching green shamrocks to a construction-paper
headband. Have one child wear the ears and be the leprechaun leader in a game of
follow the leader. Weather permitting, this is a
great game to play outside while a colleague sneaks into your room and plants another
surprise from "the leprechaun!"
Jean M. Harrison
Palm Bay, FL

Thursday

IS

Many years ago, people in Ireland did not have last names. To make their last
names, many Irish people added O or MAC to the first name of a fam ily patriarch.
Just for fun on St. Patrick's Day, have children add an O or MAC to the beginning
of their last names, and refer to each other by these names during the day.
Jan Trautman
Hondo, TX

•MtmcA 16

Friday

On St. Patrick's Day, put three boxes (or enough for your class) of instant pistachio
pudding m ix into a plastic container with an airtight lid. Label the container "Magic
Powder.." Leave the magic powder in an obvious place with directions from the
leprechaun.
Magic Powder Chant

Dear Miss Geary's class,
* Open the lid and take a whiff of my Magic Powder. What does it smell like?

Leprechauns, leprechauns

* Add 6 cups of cold milk. 1 left some In the refrigeratori

Shamrocks seen

* Put the lid on tight

Magic Powder

* Take turns shaking the bowl while the whole class says the Magic

Green, Green, Green!

Powder Chant
* Refrigerate the magic mixture for about an hour. Taste! Happy S t Patrick's Day!

From, O'Reilly

W m c A 17

Saturday
Clean the basement with your child and dig up some fun memories!

Sunday

•Utnet 17

Look for a horse farm - take a ride!

Notes

Monday

19

Watch the video "Wonderful me"
The way children feel about themselves is a determining factor in their willingness to
take the positive risks that build self-esteem. Using lively songs, scenarios close to
student experience, and a storyteller to reinforce the points, the program shows young
children effective strategies they can use to feel good about themselves, so that they
can say "Wonderful Me" and truly mean it!
Sunburst Video
Pleasantville, NY

Tuesday

20

Have each student tell you their hero's name. As a class project, research the hero's.

Wednesday

21

Learning how to Accept Yourself
Write something you've done that you are not proud of and don't like to admit about
yourself. Just writing the idea should help the student accept rather than deny that this
was their behavior. Unless a child is willing to admit to the behaviors, they will not be able
to change what they do not like. Now try to help the students understand themselves
rather than beat themselves up.

Thursday

22

People with disabilities are often willing to share information and answer questions about their
particular disabilities. Invite a person with a disability to visit your classroom. If you know or
have a students with some type of disability, perhaps he and/or a family member would like to
come to your class as a special visitor.

Friday

23

Read the book M y Friend Leslie: The Story o f a Handicapped Child
Written by Maxin B. Rosenberg

Saturday

24

Host a slumber party!

Sunday
Make your child's favorite meal. Let them help!

Notes

Monday

fftmei. 26

Spring is here! Use a paper, and pipe cleaners to make a bouquet of spring flowers
to brighten up each child's desk.

Tuesday
Sing the song "Special Me
Sung to: "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star"
Special, Special, Special, Me (points to self)
How I wonder what I'll be (hands under chin, wondering)
In his big world I can be (circles hands resembling earth)
Anything I want to be
Special, Special, Special Me,
How I wonder what I'll be...

27

Kristine Wagoner
Pacific, WA

Wednesday

22

Lambs and Lions Poetry
Draw students into discussions about their feeling with this poetry related activity. Begin by discussing with your
youngsters how they would feel if they felt like lions. Some responses might be "wild, angry, or loud" Then have
them brainstorm a similar list of words to describe how they would feel if they felt like lambs. Responses may
include "quiet, shy or tame." After brainstorming, read the poem "I Feel* by Lucia Kemp Henry.
I Feel...
A lion is big
A lamb is small
And very strong.
And soft and sweet.
It has a ail
It has a tail
That's very long.
That's short and neat.
A lion can roar
The lamb can bleat
In a great big way
in a quiet way
! fe ftj jilfA a la m b to d a y !
I feel like a lion todavt

Thursday
Give each student a special March certificate
I'm roaring with pride...
that you're part of my flock!
Thank you for being a very special member of my class.
Signed,
The Mailbox, Feb/Mar 1994

TtUicA 29

Friday

7K^tck30

I am proud of me
As students if they know what "being proud" means. After you feel they understand the
meaning, ask them to complete the statement, "I am proud that I..." They can share two or
three things.
Ask the students if it was hard to come up with things to be proud of. Why? Does
everyone have something to be proud of? Does it matter if it is something big or small?
Do you feel better about yourself when you think of things that make you feel proud?

Saturday

31

Play flag football.

Notes

Sunday

1

Try to find your child a pen pal. This will introduce your child to another
companion who lives in a different environment.

Notes

Monday

2

Watch the movie "All about anger." For a upcoming child, anger can be a puzzling,
hurtful, emotion that often culminates in inappropriate or destructive behavior. This
program helps students understand that anger is a normal and universal emotion, and
introduces the idea that while the emotion is not under their control, what they do
about it can be.
Sunburst Videos Pleasantville, NY

Tuesday

X /W 3

Write this quote on the board and discuss it:
"Whether you think you can or think you can't - you are right."
Henry Ford

Wednesday

4

Read the book 'The Foot Book" by Dr. Seuss

Thursday

/tput, 5

Read the book What's Under Your Hood, Orson? written by the Holy Cross School
Kindergartners and their teachers. After your initial reading have youngsters retell
the story in their own words as you show the pictures. A sk children to share their
comments in response to the last sentence in the book's text: "I wonder if people
are the sam e way." Next provide yellow, blue, and red T-shirts to serve as costumes
when reenacting the story. After acting out the story, have the children relay their
character's feelings in the story. Have the children share their thoughts about the
last sentence of the story.
Jan Trautman

Friday

rtpal 6

On April 7, 1940, the Booker T. Washington stamp went on sale at Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama. It was the first U.S. postage stamp to honor a black American. Challenge
students to make new commemorative stamps in honor o f black Americans. Divide
your class into committees. Have each committee choose an outstanding black
American to research.
Mailbox
Feb/March 1993

Saturday

7

Take your child to their favorite restaurant.

Sunday
Go on a hunt for a local farm. Look and see how it is different from your house.

Notes

Monday

rfpat, 9

Shine the special person spotlight on each student as you sing this little ditty to the
tune of "Have you Ever Seen A Lassie?"
(Student's name) is important, important, important
(Student's name) is important to me and to you.
In work and in play
He (she) does his (her) best each day
(Student's name) is important to me and to you
Mailbox, Aug/Sept. 1991

Tuesday

tO

Read the book Where's Chirnov?
Written by Berniece Rabe

Wednesday

rtpui t t

Design a game involving sports and your favorite sports stars for other students to
play. Create the game board and playing pieces. Be sure to include directions for play
and answer key if needed.

Thursday
Encourage discussion with picture books that are big on youngster's self-esteem.
Have students examine the joys of growing and learning as you read Mv Hands
by Alaki.

t2

Friday

rtput 13

Although each child is certain to be framed for this activity, you probably won't hear a
complaint. Provide and acrylic frame for each child. Have each student remove the
cardboard insert from his frame, place the insert atop a newspaper-protected surface,
and paint it using a spray bottle filled with thinned tempera paint of his favorite color.
After it dries, have each student arrange a photo, small bits of artwork, his signature,
and a descriptive sentence about himself. Carefully slide the fram e over each insert.
Hang the pictures on a bulletin board titled "Gallery of Great Kids."
Mailbox Aug/Sept 1991

Saturday

rtpal 14

Play tennis.

Sunday

15

Have your child help you plant some flowers.

Notes

Monday

rtpat, 16

Plan a chocolate lovers day. Have groups of four to six students plan activities for a
day long celebration of chocolate in your classroom. After each group presents its
plan, pick an idea and set a date. Get ready for a sweet celebration.

Tuesday

rfpui 17

Make oversized Hershey kisses using poster board and aluminum foil. On each kiss
write a task for the students to do. Pin the kisses to a bulletin board with the title
"Gimme A little Kiss." Each morning select a different student to remove a kiss. Unwrap
it and read the activities to the class. Students complete the activity during free time.
Include a few surprise kisses such as "15 minutes free reading time" or "five minutes of
extra recess time."
Cindy Newell

Wednesday

rtpat 17

Make the sam e kind of Hershey kisses from yesterday, except today program the kisses
with math problems, writing ideas, vocabulary words, or trivia. Pin these to the bulletin
board. If the students get them write, give them a "kiss"... a Hershey's kiss.

Thursday

s4pul 19

W rite a positive message or award for a special student on a kiss cutout. Tape a strip of
paper labeled with the child's name to the back of the kiss; then wrap it with aluminum foil and
deliver it to the student.
Cindy Newell

Friday

ttpul 20

Today's the day to have your chocolate party. For more information on chocolate, contact
the Hershey foods Corporation
Public Relations Dept.
P.O.. Box 814
Hershey, PA 17033

Saturday

rfpul 2 J

Have your child help you design an award for a classmate.

Sunday

rtput 22

Write a poem for a child's classmate.

Notes

Monday

23

Emphasize the value of each child's work by having him carry it home in a
personalized portfolio. Sponge print one side of an 18x24' tag board rectangle with
three colors of acrylic paint. Allow the paint to dry between each application. Fold
and staple the tag board as shown before trimming the flap. Cut a slit with an x-acto
knife, and insert the flap. Monogram the portfolio using gold letter stickers or gold
metallic puff paint.

Tuesday

z/ a u Z

24

Thrill your little ones with clever booklets about themselves. To prepare the
book have a page with "Totally Terrific Me! at the top. Tell the child to draw a
picture of themselves and add a cutout picture of their face to the head of the
picture. Have the students write one thing that makes them"terrific." Let the
children make a cover and add any additional pages they feel their book may
need.

Wednesday

d p a t 25

Write and discuss this quote,
"Act as though it were impossible to fail."
Author unknown

Thursday

26

Emphasize the importance of individuality with this song sung to the tune of 'Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little star.
There's no one who's just like me,
NO one who knows how to be
Me when I am mad or sad
Me when I am very glad.
There's no one who's just like me
Me is who I'm proud to be!
Lucia Kemp Henry

Friday

27

A Color o f his Own Bv Leo Lionni is a areat book to use to imorove children's self-esteem.
After reading this book, have each child draw a self-portrait to emphasize his uniqueness.
Also encourage each youngster to choose a color to be his own and to add that color to his
drawings.
Laurie Henderson
Buena Park, CA

Saturday

22

Write a poem about a good friend.

Sunday

29

Draw a picture of your best friend to add to your poem.

Notes

Monday

j p a i 30

Sparkles
Make your own "Sparkle" certificate. Have your sparkler say:
A sparkle to:
Message:
Allow your children to use glitter to decorate their sparkles and show off their special
message
Shannon Majeski
Chester, Va.

Tuesday

W o? 1

Get a goldfish bowl. Cut out paper goldfish to be used as incentives for the
bowl. When you see the class or and individual working exceptionally hard or
doing something that merits a reward, give them a goldfish for the bowl. Have
each student write their name on the back of the bowl. A t the end o f the week,
choose a goldfish from the bowl and reward that student with a special reward!
Gale Cushing
Chester, VA

Wednesday

W o? 2

Using a post-it pad, write each child a special note and stick their note in a spot for the
children to find later. For example, in a text book, on their homework sheet, or in their
coat pocket.
Shannon Majeski
Chester, VA

Thursday

W av 3

Break the class into groups of three. For the next week or so, make a phone call to a
different group o f children. Make sure to find at least two things to say positive about the
child.

Friday
Pick a few students to have lunch with you in the classroom or out on the playground.

Saturday
Make a swing to put in your backyard.

Sunday

W ay 6

Make a book jacket tor a book that your child has read.

Notes

Monday

79U* 7

Give each child a hug at the end of the day.

Tuesday

IK * * g

Winks and smiles.
Find tim e during the day to make sure you give each student a wink or a smile
when they are doing their work or working extra hard.
Patricia Hicks
Chester, VA

Wednesday

W ** 9

Let each child have lunch with a friend. Either inform the lunch aides of your
intentions or let everyone eat in your room.

Thursday

9K** tO

Terrific Kids Award
Make up a special certificate called terrific kids certificates. Every other week,
choose two kids who have worked extra hard or have had a good accomplishment to
be the terrific kid. Find an administrator to deliver the Terrific kids award to the
special children.
Cynthia Holt
Chester, VA

Way tt

Friday

If a child is struggling with a subject, try to find some extra tim e during the day, either in
the morning or at lunch time, to pull the child a side for some special help, This will
boost the child's self-esteem by giving them individualized attention and improving their
weaknesses.

Saturday

W** t2

Have a wiffle ball game.

Sunday

Way ts

Allow your child to invite a friend over for supper.

Notes

Monday

14

Bring a small plant into the classroom. Assign the children the job of helping the plant
grow. Tell them how important it is to talk to a plant. Assign two children per week to
water the plant and make sure it it doing OK.

Tuesday

15

Start a DEAR (Drop Everything and READ) tim e at the end of each school day.
Let the children choose their the book that they want to read. Make sure that you
find some reading material also.
Chesterfield County Schools

Wednesday

W * ? 16

Allow students who have been working extra hard to sit in a special place in the room
during DEAR time. For example, at your desk, or on a rocking chair.

Thursday

W * ? 17

A Color of His Own is a great book to use to improve youngsters' self-esteem. After reading
Leo Lionni's book, have each child draw a self-portrait to emphasize his uniqueness. Also
encourage each youngster to choose a color to be his own and to add that color to his
drawings.
Laurie Henderson
Buena Park, CA

Friday
Watch the video Feelinas" Glad. Mad. Sad. This video h eb s students understand and
deal constructively with their feelings by learning to differentiate between what they feel
and how they act. It makes them award of the the universitality of feelings and also of
the wide range of feelings beyond a simple "good" or "bad." Thus, the make better
choices about their behavior.

Saturday

W *? 19

Draw a scene from a great dream.

Sunday
Treat your child to breakfast in bed. Make sure you eat with them!

Notes

Monday

W * ? 2J

W rite this quote on the board and discuss:
"Most people are about as happy as they make up their minds to be."
By Abraham Lincoln

Tuesday

W * ? 22

Make a special certificate-like paper that has the title 'There's no one like Me!" Put each
child's picture on the page and have each child write their name wherever they would
like. Next, paint their hand with their favorite color. Let the child put their hand print in
the middle o f the page. Note the different markings in each child's hand. It may be a fun
time to check out a book on palm reading to discuss the different "lines" in your hand.

Wednesday

23

Read The Land of Many Colors by Klamath County YM CA Family Preschool

Thursday
Teach children this upbeat poem...
Everyone is someone
Some special who
Walks and talks in ways
That one he (she) can do!

We know someone special.
Someone w e like, too.
Here is someone we call (student's name)
We like you 'cause you're you!
By, Lucia Kemp Henry

Friday
Try to get a button maker, have each child put their picture in the button. With paint-pens
write the words Special Student on the button. Have the children wear their buttons for
the day.

26

Saturday
Draw a picture of someone you would like to meet.

Sunday

7X^27

Sing a song to a family member.

Notes

Monday

Read the book Pezzettino bv Leo Lionni.

Tftajf Z9

Tuesday

After reading Leo Leonni's book, encourage imagination in your classroom.
Provide one-inch squares cut from lots of different colors of construction paper.
Also provide glue and a sheet of art paper for each child, have each student
select, arrange, and glue squares to make a picture. Then compile the pages
between decorated construction paper covers and add this booklet to your
reading corner.
Marian Beason
Flushing, Ml

Wednesday
Have each child list five ways that they were helpful this week.

Thursday
Have each child cut out a gold star. Have them write four words in the
star that rhyme with star. Hang them from the ceiling for a star
studded classroom.

30

Z

Friday

Take your class outside to read for about 15-30 minutes. Try to find some shady trees or
picnic tables.

Saturday

(fate 2

See if you can find some space in your yard to start a vegetable garden.

Sunday

(fate 3

Create a model for a machine of the future.

Notes

Monday

4

Watch the video "No One Quite Like Me... or You"
This video is backed by a musical refrain. The program encourages viewers to see
differences as valuable as something that makes each of us unique. But by also
making it clear that all of us are alike in important ways. This video helps students
learn to accept and value differences in themselves and others.
Sunburst Videos
Pleasantville, NY

Tuesday

(fa™ 5

Write this quote on the board and discuss.
""We don't need more strength or more ability or greater opportunity. What we
need is to use what we have."
By, Basil S. Walsh

Wednesday

6

Try to make a diary for each child to use in the summer. You may want to
start by jotting down some fun activities that the children can do during the
summer months.

Thursday
Ask your students to use their name to make a rhyming poem. Use as many
rhyming words as possible in the sentence. For example...
Dan, the tan man, ran to get a fen.

7

Friday
A good way to liven up math class...
Have children stand under numbers written on the chalkboard. Say any math feet,
children spin around if the answer is their number.
Judy Brisbine
Wessington Springs, SD

Saturday
Make a fresh lemonade stand. Sell it for $.10 a glass, This activity also helps children make
change.

Sunday

JO

Take a visit to your local government offices.

Notes

Monday

fa ** 11

Use a nerf football to provide math practice. With a permanent marker draw puzzle pieces
all over the ball one number in each piece. When the child catches the football, he either
adds or multiplies the numbers his thumbs are on.
Sr. Annetter Fiala
Waterloo, IA

Tuesday

fa ** 12

Captain Kangaroo's Bob Keeshan was born in 1927. Host your own television
show. Have students and friends play the parts of invited guests, commercial
sponsors, and audience.

Wednesday

fa ** 13

The first postcard was authorized by Congress in the US in 1872. Read Stringbean's
Trip to The Shining Sea by Vera B. and Jennifer Williams. Each page of this book is a
picture postcard. Later, have each child create their own postcard.

Thursday

fa ** 14

Pass out popcorn and tell the children to number 1-7 on a piece o f paper. Have them write
something that they like about themselves by each o f the numbers. Have the students take
turns reading the positive things they say about themselves. Each time, they may eat a piece
of popcorn. Ask each child if it was hard to say nice things about themselves. Point out that
it is okay to have good characteristics and be content with yourself.
Michelle Polk
Gautier, MS

Friday

15

Help each students develop their own want add. Example: Sensitive, caring person with a
sense of humor, who enjoys reading, sports, and sad movies, as well as listening to jokes,
wants to meet an outgoing person to teach me to cook.

Saturday

16

Help your child make their family tree.

Sunday

{fate 17

Try to find your family shield.

Notes

Monday

$ *** 12

Instead of making a family album, make a classroom album. Collect some of the
pictures that you have taken throughout the year and put them into your own album. It
will be a great memory for you and something for the kids to always come back to.

Tuesday

19

Isaac Fisher patented sandpaper in 1834. Draw with crayons on an old piece of
sandpaper and place the drawing, crayon side down, on a sheet of plain white paper.
While the children are drawing, warm up an iron and press of the backside o f the
sandpaper. The picture will appear on the white appear.

Wednesday

ffa c 20

If you are an upper grade teacher, send your child to the Kindergarten to read his favorite
book to the youngsters.

Thursday

jf a * 21

SUMMER BEGINS! Make a sun hat with a paper plate and ribbon! Use stickers and
markers to decorate a paper plate. Punch holes on the opposite sides and insert ribbons to
use as ties.
Carol Trojanowski
New York, NY

Friday

ZZ

LAST DAY OF SCHOOL
Have the students host a School Year "emmy's celebration." Make sure each child gets
some award for something special they did that year.

Saturday

Z3

National spelling Bee debuts in 1925. Use a dictionary to quiz your parents on their spelling
abilities.

Sunday

24

Make a family album. Students can really help you since they put together their own in
class.

Notes

Monday

/%£*£ 25

Go on a picnic lunch to a local park or a lake, Make sure to take your bathing suit
along.

Tuesday

26

Play hop scotch out on the sidewalk.

Wednesday

27

Make some rice crispy treats.

Thursday
Let your child take a bubble bath... the more bubbles, the better!

22

Friday

29

Make a giant sand castle either at the beach or in a sandbox at a local park.

Saturday

30

Make potato prints. Cut a potato in half and carve a design into the flat side.
Carefully press the carved side into a shallow pan of paint and press on the paper.
Send a card to your friends and relatives.

Notes

Monday

fady

Z

Carl Lewis, an Olympic gold medal winner, was born in 1961. Test your long jump
skills. W hat's your best distance?

Tuesday

{h i? 2

Different shirts you wear have different emblems. (Example- Izod has the alligator).
With an adult's help, glue a safety pin to an animal cracker to create an emblem
for your shirt.

Wednesday

jfahf 3

Count the money in your piggy bank. Sort the pennies, nickles, dimes and quarters.
What are you saving for?

Thursday

fid? 4

Celebrate Independence Day with style. Using an old white t-shirt and some fabric
paint, draw 50 stars on a t-shirt.

Friday

fcdq 5

Go play miniature golf.

Saturday

6

Make som e decorative placemats for your dinner table. Cut two pieces of
construction paper into 2" strips. Weave the 2 pieces together to make a
placemat. Use glue to hold the ends together.

Sunday

7

Read the story I and the Village. In this book, author Marc Chagall paints the village in
Russia where he grew up. Paint a picture of your town.

Notes

Monday
Nan Jane Aspinwall was the first woman to complete a solo cross-country horseback
ride. Saddle up your parents for an old-fashioned horseyback ride!

Tuesday

Brush up on your fire safety skills. Practice Stop, Drop, and Roll. See who in
your fam ily is the fastest.

Wednesday

tO

Start a leaf collection. How many different kinds of leaves can you find? How
are they alike? How are they different?

Thursday

11

Read Thundercake by Patricia Polacco. This book is about how a young girl
survives the sum mer thunderstorms in Michigan. Do you like thunderstorms? The
end of the book has a recipe for a thundercake. With a parents help, make a
thundercake today, or wait until the next storm rolls through your neighborhood.

Friday

ts

Become your child's twin. Dress exactly like your child.

Saturday

{fafy 13

Find out your child's favorite animal. Using construction paper, see if you can make an
animal mask.

Sunday

14

Help your child put on a slide show using old family slides. There may be
some old memories that stir up quite a few laughs!

Notes

Monday

fid? 15

See if you can locate a camera that has a self timer. Have everyone in the family dress
in their favorite outfit and take a family portrait.

Tuesday

fcdy 16

Arrange for a visit to the place where your child was born.

Wednesday

fidtf 17

Use sidewalk chalk to play hopscotch or make sidewalk "masterpieces!"

Thursday
Have a water-balloon catch. Who stays the driest? Who got splashed?

(kdy 17

Friday

J9

Let your child fill the bathtub as high as it can go with bubbles. Find some old floatable
toys and let your child have a great time in the bathtub!

Saturday

put* 20

Try to m aster some difficult tongue twisters. For example: "Red leather, yellow
leather..." Say it three times fast!

Sunday
Watch a baseball game with your child? Who is your child's favorite player?

Notes

Monday

{k t * 22

Make an unsinkable sailboat out of corks and toothpicks. Attach paper sails to the
toothpicks. Find a nearby stream to float your vessel.

Tuesday

23

Play flag football or two hand touch.

Wednesday

(fuhf 24

Since it's getting really hot out, try washing the cars as a relief form the heat!

Thursday

25

Time to get out the acting gear. Play a game of charades. See who gives the best clues!

Friday

faty 26

Go out after the sun has gone down and look at the stars. See if you c<an find som e of the
constellations. Where is the big dipper? Little dipper?

Saturday

(h l * 27

Host your own Summer Olympics. What events will you compete in?

Sunday
Satisfy your sum mer sweet tooth. Make brownie- hot fudge sundaes! What a great
way to cool down from the summer heat!

Notes

Monday

29

Visit a local museum.

Tuesday

{fat? 30

Go camping.

Wednesday

{fat? 31

Make s'mores by melting chocolate and marshmallows over a graham cracker.

Thursday

/

Cut out about 35 1"x6" pieces of construction paper. On each piece, write a special
chore or task that your child wants to complete before school starts. Link them together
in a long chain. This is your child's countdown until school. Detach a link each day and
do whatever is on the inside of the link.

Friday

2

Collect clothing, shoes, travel size soaps and shampoos to donate to a shelter for the
homeless.

Saturday
See if you can name all 50 states. Do you know where they are on the map?

Sunday
Learn how to play flashlight tag. Wait until it gets dark. Go outside and have one
person be "it." The idea is to try to "freeze" people by flashing the flashlight on them.
The frozen player can be unfrozen by having another player tag them.

Notes

Monday

5

The German's celebrate Klopfelnachte, or Knocking Night. Tell Knock-Knock jokes
in celebration of this holiday.

Tuesday

6

Create your own abstract painting. Spoon small globs of paint onto paper. Spread
the paint by carefully blowing through a straw onto the paper.

Wednesday

Use a mirror and watercolors to paint a self portrait. Be sure to sign ad date your
work.

Thursday
Set up a golf course indoors or out by placing plastic cups on their sides for holes.
Use a yardstick for a club and try to hit a small ball into the cup.

7

Friday

9

Sing along to some of your favorite tunes in "The Singable Song Book" by Raffi.

tO

Saturday
The streetlights go on in your neighborhood about the same tim e each night. Have
family members guess what time the streetlights go on. Watch the clock to see who
comes closest to the right time.

It

Sunday
Rhythmic gymnastics was introduced during the 1984 summer Olympics in Los
Angles, California. Rhythmic gymnasts use ribbons and balls during their floor
exercises. See if you can choreograph a dance exercise to music using ribbons,
streamers and balls.

Notes

Monday

12

If weather permits, go on a bike ride. Make up a funny name for the route you take.

Tuesday

13

Create a homemade pizza!!
Follow directions on a boxed pizza mix. Personalize your pizza by choosing a
favorite topping: olives, onions, pineapple, zucchini, or whatever you would like!

Wednesday

rfliptAt 14

Go roller skating at a local rink.

Thursday

Chase away the heated blues of the summer. Make a list of the things you
would like to do when it gets colder.

15

Friday

16

Learn how to play croquet. To play indoor croquet, hit a sponge ball with a
wrapping-paper tube ''mallet" through "arches" cut from a shoebox.

Saturday
You should replace your toothbrush every three months. It may be tim e for you to
replace yours. Go to the store and see if you can find a neat new toothbrush.

Sunday
Play red Light. Green Light. One person turns their back to all of the other players,
they become the "caller." The players try to sneak forward toward the caller and try
to tap him on his back. The caller yells "green light," at which tim e all the players
run forward. If the caller yells "red light," everyone must stop. The first person to
reach the caller becomes the next caller.

Notes

Monday
Make a paper-bag kite by decorating a grocery sack with paint and crepe paper
streamers. Thread string through the holes punched in the four corners of the bag.
The wind will catch your kite as you run down the road.

20

Tuesday
Ask your parents to serve Tootsie Pops for dessert tonight. How many licks does it
take to get to the Tootsie Roll in the middle?

Wednesday

21

Thomas Jefferson made some practical inventions to ease daily living. Some of his
inventions include a revolving chair, a dumbwaiter, a pedometer, an 8 day clock, and
a music stand. Think about something that is hard to do. Can you invent a way to
make it easier? Draw your invention.

Thursday

22

Learn how to whistle. Find someone who knows how to whistle and see if they can help you
perfect your whistling skills.

Friday

23

Ask your parents if they will take you to get your school supplies.

Saturday

24

Use crayons, markers, colored pencils, and pens to sign your name in different ways.

Sunday

25

Write a letter to your new teacher.

Notes

Monday

26

Mount Saint August
Shape a volcano out of modeling clay, leaving a hole in the top the size of a film canister
for the volcano opening. Put an empty film canister into the hole. Measure 1 Tablespoon
of baking soda into the canister then add 2-3 Tablespoons of vinegar. Your volcano
will erupt!!

Tuesday

27

Make a special school pencil holder. Cover a 3 oz. juice can with felt. Let the
child decorate it with ric-rac, braid with balls, felt shapes, etc. ,and glue their
items on the can.

Wednesday

22

Gather friends for a day o f races. Try walking backward, hopping, skipping and
crawling on your hands and knees.

Thursday
Make sure you have an iron and some sheets of wax paper. Take the children on a
nature walk and let them collect fall leaves, flowers, blades of grass, or clover,. When
you arrive home, let the child place a piece of wax paper on the table and arrange
whatever he has collected on top of it. Then place another sheet o f wax paper on top
of the objects and press over the paper with a cool iron to seal. This makes an
attractive window hanging if a frame is cut out of construction paper and attached to the
wax paper.

29

Friday

30

Practice your detective skills while you play the board game CLUE.

Saturday

3t

Play "Detective's Trail" with a friend and bag of stones. One player (the detective)
waits while the other player ("it") marks a trail with the stones. "It" can make the
trail as complicated as possible by arranging the stones so the detective must go
over, under, through, and around objects.

Notes

Sunday

Draw a picture of a really neat secret hideaway.

Notes

Monday
For the first days of school plan activities that will allow all your students to be
successful. Such activities will make students feel more secure and confident
and encourage their continued good effort. Initial lesson and seatwork assignments
should be easy and require only simple direction. In this way the children will quickly
learn lesson routines and encounter little difficulty in completing assignments.

Tuesday
Plan activities with a whole class focus. For the first few days you should limit
the lessons to those that can be presented and explained to all the students at
the same time. Do not try to group students for testing or any activities or
seatwork assignments that require you to work with individual students for long
periods of time. Don't overload yourself or your students with unnecessarily
complicated activities. Your students will already be learning many new
procedures during the first few days of school.

Wednesday
Ask the students to list the books that they have read this summer.

Thursday
Make a goal for the school year.

Friday

6

Put your best foot forward
This footloose and fancy-free display is sure to get your class o f on the right (or left) foot
this year. Have children trace their feet on construction paper, then turn the outlines
into mini-foot people using markers and crayons. Attach the pictures to a bulletin board
and add the heading "We're putting our best foot forward this School Year!" Follow up
by having children write captions describing their hopes and goals for the upcoming
year, then attach the captions to their foot-people on the bulletin board.
Mary Ellen Zimm er
Worth, IL

Saturday

Sefrtc-t&cn, 7

Sing a song to a family member

Sunday
Add together the ages of your family members.

Notes

Monday

ScfttaH&c* 9

When the school year starts, it is nice to have students introduce themselves. B u t, you
could add an intriguing twist by having students introduce each other. Assign each
student
a partner. Tell each student to interview his or her partner by asking questions such as:
(1) W hat is your name? (2) If you could be doing anything you want right now, what would
it be? (3) W hat do you like best about school?
When the interview is complete, the students can introduce their partner to the class.

Tuesday

JO

Spice up a boring attendance procedure. This little activity helps you get to know
your students and also helps them get to know each other. Instead of having the
children respond "here" or "present," have the children respond to a questions when
they hear their names. For example, what is your favorite food?

Wednesday

tl

Have the students make their own nameplate for their desk. Fold a piece of
construction paper in half, long ways. Each child can paste a picture of themselves on
the front. They can decorate the rest of the nameplate however they would like. Have
students write or draw about themselves including their hobbies, interests, likes, or
dislikes. Leave the nameplates on the desk until you learn all the names of your
students and their hobbies and interests. These are also nice to have for a substitute.

Thursday
Allow children to sit where they want for a day. Explain that if the students
cannot pay attention in their desired spot or choose to talk, they will be
moved to an assigned seat.

J2

Friday

Sc/ite-tAe* 13

Help children learn about opposites as well as engage in a lively activity. W rite these
words on index cards: hot, fast, happy, new cold, slow, sad, old, short, near, noisy,
good tall, far, quiet, bad, nice, neat, hard, dim, mean, messy, soft, bright.
After each student has chosen a card, have them mingle to find their opposites. After
student find their partners, have them find out how they are truly opposite from their
partner. How are they alike?

Saturday

14

Ride a see-saw.

Sunday

15

Watch the video, Feeling Good about Me. This program helps viewers build a stronger
self-image by learning to value their own uniqueness and create positive experiences.
The video uses situations that the students can easily relate to along with discussion
questions and songs that teach positive steps to self-esteem.

Notes

Monday

16

Host a VIP lunch. This is an activity that can either be done once a week, every other
week, or once a month. Choose students who have worked very hard, handed in all of
their work, or had some extra special days to eat lunch with you in a special part of the
school. Use that time to get to know your students. Make them feel really special
and congratulate them on a job well done!

Tuesday

t7

This activity well help students ease into their new environment with new friends. Before
class, find large magazine pictures and cut each of them in half. Mix up the photo
halves and give one to each child. Challenge students to find the classmate with the
other half of his or her picture. Instruct partners to talk with one another until they
discover at least three things they have in common. Have them find three ways they are
different.
After discussion, students can share their whole magazine picture and share the
ways they are alike or different.

Wednesday

S cftu -t& vi ix

Write a recipe for a great day.

Thursday

ScftUtttc*, 19

Since children have a burning desire to explore every nook and cranny of rooms and the
school building, why not turn the beginning of the day into an investigation period? Make a
like of questions such as: (1) Can you find something made of wood? (2) Can you find
something taller than you? (3) Can ;you find something that starts with the letter n? (4) Can
you find something that has wheels?
Challenge students to find at least one answer to every questions you ask. Have students
share their answers.

20

Friday
Everyone's off to a clean start with this clever, back to school display. Enlarge a picture of
an animal. Put the animal in a bathtub, (be sure to include soap, a scrub brush and
whatever other cleanly items your tub may need) Provide each students with a 9x6" piece
of construction paper. Have each students draw a bubble on the sheet and write his
name on it. A fter the sheets have been laminated, have students cut out their bubbles.
Post the bubbles around the bathtub character.
Leigh Anne Kidd
Chesapeake, VA

Saturday

Scftt&K&cn 21

Count the number of toes in your family.

Sunday

Scfit&K&e* 22

Go to a baseball game.

Notes

Monday

Scjouttim S 3

Allow students to familiarize themselves with the layout of the library and to check
out books by planning a library hunt. Here's how:
Make a library hunt card which has students make a checkm ark next to the
subjects he or she is interested in and sign their name at the top of the card.
Plan a trip to the library. Ask your librarian to explain the layout o f the room, then
let students inspect the shelves and use other resources to locate a book in
each category checked.

Tuesday

S4

k letter hunt is a great way to acquaint students with the building. To prepare
for this hunt, you need to cut out letters (about 12 inches high) that spell out a
word, such as welcome or September. Each day before class begins, tape
one of the letters, in random order, on a wall somewhere in the school building.
Give students a clue to help them find the day's hidden letter. Hide the letters in
the cafeteria, art room, clinic, or office. This not only gets the students excited
about coming to class, they will get to know their school. When all of the letters
have been found, challenge students to unscramble the letters to find the
m ystery word.

Wednesday

S5

W rite this quote on the board and discuss it with your class.
'The greatest mistake a person can make is to be afraid of making one."
By Elbert Hubbard

Thursday
ME... in a nutshell
Give each students a piece of paper with these topics on them:
Words or phrases can tell a lot about a person. I thing these five words describe me
best......
My best characteristic is...
These three words are the ones I’d like people to think of when they think o f me...
If I could change myself, I would try to be...
LEARNING TO TEACH
Linda Shalaway

26

Friday

27

Help create an understanding of classroom rule by role-playing situations that could result
in conflicts or misunderstandings. Try these hypothetical situations to get started. After
each, discuss possible solutions to the problem.
(1) While Ingrid was giving a report, two children were whispering. Ingrid felt hurt.
(2) Kim needed a crayon so she grabbed the crayon that another student was using.
(3) Anthony was talking while the teacher was explaining the homework. He didn't hear
the assignment.
(4) Kevin forgot to clean up the glue he'd been using and Sue accidentally put her paper in
the wet glue.

Saturday

2%

Make a poster to sell a new kind of juice. Maybe you want to help your child build
a juice stand.

Sunday

Scfitcmfen. 29

Write a letter to a relative. Sent them a recent
photo!

Notes

Monday
Encourage positive feelings among students of different grades., they may end up with
a year-long buddy!! Team up with another grade teacher. Have each student come
up with a list of questions for an other grade student. For example. A first grader may
ask a fifth grader what their first day of fist grade was like. Students can tape record
their interviews. Transcribe the tapes in class and make a big book about big friends.
Joan Novelli

30

t

Tuesday
This is a great way to give each of your students a name "badge" to w ear at all
times throughout the day. For each "badge," spray paint a tongue depressor
with high-gloss black paint. Provide small wooden letters to spell each student's
name. Have students use neon markers to color these letters, before gluing
them to a tongue depressor. Attach a strip o f magnetic tape or pin to the other
side of each tongue depressor. Encourage students to use their nameless
creativity to label personal items.
Janice Ellis
Chesterfield, VA

Wednesday

Octokn, 2

Give each child a hug before they leave at the end of the day. Tell each child how
special they are and that you look forward to seeing them again tomorrow.

Thursday
Watch the video "I'm Glad I'm Me."

3

Friday
Trace the outline of each student's body on bulletin board paper. Give each student an
appropriately colored paper plate for his face. Use the correct color yarn to match the
student's hair and noodles can be used for curly hair. Use the correct color buttons to
match the eye color. Have the students moisten and color their lips with a cherry flavored
sucker. Have the student kiss the paper plate at the mouth spot to leave an imprint.
Students can trace their hands legs and arms with a partner. Hang the completed bodies
form the ceiling for open house. Or seat them in the chairs or line them up outside in the
hallway.

Saturday

Octofe* 5

Watch an insect. Draw a picture of it.

Sunday

OctG&ei' 6

List ten things that you do with your hands.

Notes

Monday

Octofa, 7

Have each student dictate what makes them special. W rite each student's dictation
on a sentence strip to put with his body that is on display.

Tuesday

%

For this scavenger hunt, you first need to brainstorm a list of school jobs, such as
nurse, librarian, principal, etc. W rite students' ideas on the board and have them
copy the final list on a piece of paper. The student's job is to find out the names of all
the people who hold the jobs on the chalkboard. Make sure you designate a time
limit. As a bonus, challenge students to come up with a school job that is not on the
list and the name of the person who does it.

Wednesday

9

Let each student know that they are "cover" material. Create an appropriate
magazine cover for your classroom. Photo copy enough for each child. Have
each student draw and color a self-portrait and write his name in the space
provided. For each student, write a brief autobiography (as he dictates) on a
separate sheet o f paper. Display the magazine covers and articles on a
bulletin board titled "Meet Our Front Cover Folks."
Susan Angle
Chester, VA

Thursday

&&&» 10

Watch the movie I can do it: Taking Responsibility. For children, taking responsibility
can be a positive step toward self-esteem and a sense o f independence. This
program presents open-ended scenarios in which students are challenged to discuss
the issues and decide on a responsible course of action.
Sunburst Videos
Pleasantville, NY

Friday

Gctafc*, t t

Make a "dramatic" entry to this school day. Divide your class into groups. Give each
group a paper bag filled with a variety of objects such as an old sock, a ruler, pencils,
etc. You can put the same items in each bag or make each bag different. Give groups
about ten minutes to prepare short skits using all the objects in their bags as props.
When the groups are ready, have them perform their skits for the class.
Instructor
August 1991

Saturday

12

Have your student tell a neighbor or an acquaintance the twelve months of the year.

Sunday

t3

Draw a picture o f a new pet you would like to have. W hat would you do with this
pet?

Notes

Monday

Oetob* 14
W rite this quote on the board and discuss:
"Do not wish to be anything but what you are, and try to be
that perfectly."
By St. Francis DeSales

Tuesday

Oetodw 15

Our young writers tend to overuse "good" "fun", "nice" and "said." Brainstorm
other ways to say these words, as well as asking, "How did you feel when
that happened?" W hat were you thinking when that happened?" Such
discussion can can help students move from boring writing to more
expressive and definitive language.

Wednesday

Oetofa, 16

Take pictures of each student in your class. These pictures can be used for a variety
of activities throughout the year. A Polaroid camera will give you instant results!

Thursday

Octafa, 17

Start a "Student of the week" board. On the board put a picture of the student, their birthday,
and their addresss. These children become the special helpers for the week. Have them tell
you their favorite, color, books, school subject, or any other questions you feel are important.
Have the student o f the week deliver messages, hand out papers, or do any other "special"
chore you have. It is a nice idea to send a letter home to parents informing them that their
child is the student o f the week.

Friday

Oetofa, 1Z

Have students start a journal. Journal writing should last about twenty minutes,
however, many students may continue writing during independent work time, free time
or before school. Expectations should be open-ended but conservative during the first
few weeks. You will ;soon find that talents and creativity that lies within each child.
Make sure you write back to the children who request for you to read their work and
respond.

Saturday
See how many varieties of coins you can find that equals $1.00.

Sunday

Octa&crt, 2 0

At supper, reflect on moments in your life and your child's life that made you feel proud.

Notes

Monday

Octroi, 21

Play the board game "Building Confidence: A self-esteem game." This game lays the
foundations for self-esteem by challenging students to shed their negative thoughts
and feelings about themselves and help their fellow partner do the same. It shows
students that when they are able to give themselves and others positive affirmations,
everyone benefits with increased confidence and a sense o f self-worth.
Sunburst
Pleasantville, NY

Tuesday

Oetofa, 22

Here's an activity to help student with their listening skills. Have students put their heads
down on their desks and close their eyes. Tell them to listen carefully. Then make
common classroom noises, such as: turning the pages of a book, writing on the
chalkboard, closing the door, opening a window, dropping a pencil, or switching the light.
After you've made the noise, ask student to try to identify it.
Instructor, August 1991

Wednesday

Gcto&c* 23

Keep your books warm with a classroom quilt...
Here is a good way to warm students up to a good book. As each student finishes
reading a book, have them contribute a square to a quilt by writing the book's title and
author on a square of paper and drawing a favorite scene. Attach all o f the patches
together. The quilt will grow as your students read more and more books.

Thursday

fearer 24

Take a picture from a magazine and cut it up into the number o f students that you have in
your classroom. Make sure you number the back of the squares so you know how they go
back together. Give a piece to each child. Have them draw the portion of the picture that
they have onto a plain piece of paper. When everyone is finished, collect the drawings one at
a time according to their numbers. Pice the papers together and see how much this blown-up
class picture resembles the original magazine photo.

Friday

Gctofat, 25

"On the Road to Successes!"
This creative bulletin board helps student hit the road to success, cover a bulletin board
or wall space with old highway maps. Cut dark paper for the road. Use road signs, such
as stop, yield or pedestrian crossing, to write the rules that will help[ make the year a
successful one. Next duplicate a car pattern for each student. Students can write their
names on the autos and add any details they desire. Post the signs on the side of the
road and put each car on the road to success.
Sandra McKee
Memphis, TN

Saturday

GctoAvt, 26

List five nice things you did this week.

Sunday

Gcto&c* 27

Count the pairs o f shoes in your house.

Notes

Monday

Octafc*, 22

Read Just Me by Mercer Mayer

Tuesday

Octofa, 29

Entice your student to use the school library. At the start of the year, duplicate a
sheet of paper with an arrow drawn on it, inside of which is written Title, Author,
Read by, and W hat you'll like about this book on four separate lines.
Have students fill out arrows for each book they read and attach the arrows to
the wall outside your classroom. Point the arrows in the directions o f the school
library. Eventually the arrows will lead the way to the library and a feeling of
success.
Instructor, August 1991

Wednesday

30

Make a class yearbook that involved kids in documenting what is important to them and
you. It is also a great source of memories at the end o f the year and one way to let
others in the school see your accomplishments. To start, bring an old yearbook of your
own. Find out what the students would like to add to their yearbook. Be creative. Group
the students according to the aspect of their yearbook they would like to help with. You
will need planners or organizers, writers, editors, artists, and designers.
Instructor, September 1990

Thursday

O a ^ t> 3 t

Add together the ages of all the students in your classroom. If you are bold, tell them
you age!

Friday
Start a marble jar. Each time the class is working really hard or did really well on a
classroom exercise, put a marble in a jar. When the ja r is filled, reward the class with a
pizza party or an ice cream social.

Saturday

2

Have your child draw a picture of five things that can be recycled. You may want
to start saving cans, glass and newspaper. Tell your child if they can save 20
cans or 15 newspapers, they will be rewarded with a special treat such as extra
TV tim e or extra play time.

Sunday
Have your child draw a picture of their favorite dinner. See if they can help you
add some o f the ingredients.

Notes

Monday

Start a unit on Friendship with the book A Toad for Tuesday by Russell Erickson.

Tuesday

Have your students write letters to the characters in the story. "A Toad for
Tuesday.''

Wednesday
See if your students can come up with an original chapter to add to the book.
Maybe they want to alter the ending.

Thursday
As a culminating activity, the children can dramatize the story in the auditorium for
the entire school, complete with original music and costumes, props, and scenery.
The literature-based dramatization affords the children an increased sense of
self-esteem, a sense of ownership in the literature, and an immeasurable sense of
accomplishment.

7

Friday
Finish the unit on Friendship bv startina the book Me and Nessie bv Eloise Greenfield.

Saturday
List ten red things. Draw five things from your list.

Sunday

JO

Have your child make and give their parents an award for something
special they have done.

Notes

Monday
Send a special note home with each child. Make sure the note is personalized to
something special that that child accomplished.

Tuesday

12

Watch the video Smackers, this video details how a class of elementary students
created a class project, a business venture that enabled them to buy a new
trophy case for their school. It shows how achieving entrepreneurial success not
only provided them with a strong understanding of basic economics, but gave a
healthy boost to their self-esteem.
Sunburst Videos
Pleasantville, NY

Wednesday

13

Write this quote on the board and discuss"
"Failure is success if we learn from it."
By Malcolm S. Forbes

Thursday
Have a few students eat lunch outside with you.

14

Friday

15

Bring a new pet goldfish to your room. Assign a different child a day the task of feeding
and caring for the goldfish. That child is in charge of making sure the water stays clean
and the goldfish is safe.

Saturday
Let your child tell someone about a book they just read.

Sunday

'H & u &K'& c*

Have your child draw a picture of their favorite ice cream dessert. See if you can
create the masterpiece.

Notes

J7

Monday

'Kow*t6&i 1%

Give a child the task of being the calendar helper. This means they need to post the
day that it is, as well as, the weather outside.

Tuesday

It's world communication week! Play twenty Questions! One player thinks of an object.
The other players ask questions requiring yes or no answers in order to help them
discover the secret object. If nobody can guess the object after twenty questions, the
first player wins!

Wednesday

20

In honor of musical instrument inventor Adolphe Joseph Sax, who was born in 1881, use
a empty paper towel tube and aluminum foil to make your own toy saxophone. Simply
shape it into the letter "J'1!

Thursday

'Jfov&nfot' 21

Help the children write a note to a former teacher. Let them add whatever sentiments they
feel necessary.

Friday

22

Make a Weekend fun Pack that the children can earn through good behavior and hard
work. In a plastic carrying case, put a puppet, book, chalkboard, chalk and eraser. If the
children can earn this special package, let them take home the Fun Pack to show off their
reading skills over the weekend.
Shannon Majeski
Chester, VA

Saturday

TUvMtkn 23

Sunday

Tfovcttfa/t, 24

Thanksgiving Day. Before dinner, ask family members and dinner guests what they
will give thanks for on this holiday. Record their answers on a tape recorder and play
the tape at dinner time.

Notes

Monday

25

Cut out some comics from the Sunday paper. Have the students choose a cartoon
strip and write their own words for the comic. Put the completed comics into a
classroom book.

Tuesday

26

Write this quote on the board and discuss:
"It takes both rain and sunshine to make a rainbow"
Author Unknown

Wednesday

27

Divide the class into two teams. Tell the students that you will give one team a topic, and
each member of the team will have 10 seconds to think of something that they are proud
of that relates to the topic. Repeat the process with the other team giving them a
different topic. Don't have a winning team, instead praise each team for a job well done.
Some suggested topics include: Something you've done for your parents, guardian,
friend, b ro th e r, sister, or pet, Something you've earned, Something you've done for the
community, neighborhood, or a neighbor, or Something you've done for yourself.

Thursday
Let the students decide the lessons they would like to complete and the order in
which they would like to complete them. Make sure to tell them that there are
certain things that need to be accomplished, but other than that, they can choose
the activities for the day.

22

Friday

'K w h k / c i

29

Since the Christmas countdown is about to begin, cut twenty-five 1'x6' strips of paper.
Write a chore on each that the students want to do before Santa Clause comes (hang up
clothes, dust, sweep the floor, etc). Use tape to form the strips into circles and link them
together in a paper chain. Tear o ff one to do each day until Christmas.

Saturday

30

Try this creative thinking activity! Divide a paper into three columns and write one
heading at the top of each column: YES, NO, MAYBE. Under the appropriate
columns, list activities you might or might not do if you were vacationing on the
moon.

Notes

Sunday

z

See if you can find a pond to go ice skating.

Notes

2

Monday

Since the Christmas countdown is about to begin, cut twenty-five 1'x6' strips of paper.
W rite a chore on each that the students want to do before Santa Clause comes (hang
up clothes, dust, sweep the floor, etc). Use tape to form the strips into circles and link
them together in a paper chain. Tear off one to do each day until Christmas.

Tuesday

3

Make a giving wreath
Have each student trace their hand print on construction paper. Then arrange
the hand-shaped cutouts in the shape of a Christmas tree or wreath. For a
three dimensional effect, have students curl the fingers of the cutouts around
pencils. Tell students if we all word together, we can achieve our goals.
Nancy Johnson
Greensboro, NC

Wednesday

2 ^ *^ 4

Make a whaf are you cut out to be bulletin board. On the bulletin board are
bears that are dressed for successs in their respective careers. Ask students
to choose careers that they want to pursue. Have each child cut paper or
fabric clothing to dress his bear for the job.
Dianne Krieser

Thursday
On a file folder, draw three snowman and attach paper clips down the front of each
. On each snowman's hat, write a goal that each child would like to achieve. As
the child achieves their goal, clip a gold star onto their paper clips. When they
have filled up all of the paper clips, give each child a special treat.

5

Friday

6

Friendship Rainbow
Join hands to make a friendship rainbow! Cooperation creates a cheerful bulletin board
or wall decoration. Give each child a piece of 81/2 x 11" white paper and a specific
color to paint. Children work in pairs. One child paints the partner's hands and helps to
press painted hands onto the paper. When both children have made hand prints and
the paint is dry, the prints are cut out and mounted with others in the form of a rainbow.
Sr. Margaret Ann
Emmitsburg, MD

Saturday

Teach your child how to sew or stitch a rug.

Sunday
Make a huge tub of popcorn. See if you can figure out some inventive seasoning and
spices to add to your evening treat.

Notes

Monday

9

Secret Satchel
Pack a real suitcase with all learning games that students can do independently.
After a child completes all of this work, he receives a key that entitles him to open
the satchel and choose a game to enjoy.
Hope Speranza
Edison, NJ

Tuesday

10

To keep the classroom organized, appoint a different table captain each week. Table
captains are responsible for keeping the table clean, passing out work, and other
materials, this practice helps students develop responsibility and overcome shyness.
At the end of the week, reward table captains with a reward, such as a pencil. The
students love the recognition and are pleased with the gift.
Pamela Myhowich
Selah, WA

Wednesday

11

This is a great way to get students involved in class discipline. Put a "frowning" face
on a clear quart ja r and fill the ja r with unpopped popcorn. Label another quart jar with
a happy face. When your class behaves well, transfer a handful o f the popcorn to the
"happy" jar. When all of the popcorn moves to the "Happy" jar, reward you classs with
a well-deserved popcorn party.
Lisa Rae Anderson
Norfolk. NE

Thursday

12

Good behavior on field trips will increase when students know they're earning lifesavers. Cut
circles from colored tagboard in a size large enough to slip on wrists. Reward individuals with
lifesavers during the trip for appropriate behavior. Upon return, students can trade in their
lifesaver bracelets for real lifesaver candy or a small prize.
Connie Connely
Catoosa. OK

Friday

J3

Cut-out a number o f goldfish . On the end of each goldfish, attach a paper clip. Write a
reward onto each goldfish. Place all of the goldfish into a bowl marked "Gone Fishin."'
Use a small magnet attached to the end of the line of a small fishing post. The students
get to fish out their reward after they have been rewarded for exceptional behavior.

Saturday
Make snowcones.

Sunday

J5

See if you can build a snowman with a button nose and pipe.

Notes

Monday

t6

Children love to play this game which can be used with math, spelling or language.
Make a paper wreath and attach a bell that hangs down the middle. Place students
into about four different teams. As the team gets the answer correct, one teammate
gets to come and toss a balled-up sock through the wreath. If they make it through
the wreath, it's one point. If they make it through the wreath and wring the bell, it's two
points.

Tuesday

Vcec-tfan, J 7

Contact your local council on aging to arrange for senior citizens to serve in your
classroom as volunteers. Not only do they have valuable services to offer to you and
your students, but they also derive much -needed feelings of self-esteem and worth.
Everyone wins in this situation.

Wednesday
With your class, make friends with a nursing home resident. Prepare the students ahead
of time by discussing the needs of the elderly. Make gifts, write letters, send tapes, visit
with small groups.

Thursday
Make cut-out jelly bean shapes on white paper. As students read books, let them color the
jellybean and add it to a bowl. Display the jars to see who has read the most.
Susan Child
Front, Royal, VA
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Friday

ZkeewA* 20

Have students bring in som e of their favorite recipes from home. Type the recipes into the
computer. Let each student have a copy of the cookbook for their own use at home with a
parent's supervision.

Saturday

2J

Make chocolate covered cherries.

Sunday

“DccctHfot, 22

Using old socks, make some puppets. Add buttons for the eyes, and yam for the
hair. Make a funny puppet show to act out for the entire family.

Notes

Monday

23

Write this quote on the board and discuss:
"The golden opportunity you are seeking is in yourself. It is not in your
environment; it is not in luck or chance, or the help of others; it is in yourself alone."
By, Orson Swett Marden

Tuesday

24

Sit around the dinner table and discusss some special memories that you have
about each member in your family.

Wednesday

Vcccttfa, 25

Look through some of your child's old toys. Is their something they would like to give to
the poor or to good will?

26

Thursday
Softly sing Christmas carols around a fireplace.
cookies.

Enjoy some hot cocoa and

Friday

27

Watch the video Janev Junkfood's Fresh Adventure. This video offers easy-to-understand
facts about nutrition and fitness, while also showing how to read food labels and decipher
TV food commercials.
Sunburst Video
Pleasantville, NY

Saturday

22

Help your child save their favorite Christmas cards.
Purchase paper mache flower containers from a florist. Let your children decorate
them (painting, felt pieces, etc.) and you tie a ribbon around the top.

Sunday

29

Shadow Box Angel Picture
Secure a shallow box or lid for each child. Glue a sheet o f dark blue paper in the
bottom and cover the background lightly with glitter. Provide a wooden ice cream
spoon for the child to use as the body. Let him make a cone-shaped skirt out of white
paper and use a doily for the wings. Glue these onto the wooden spoon and then glue
the whole figure onto the blue background.
Dona B. Upton

Notes

Monday

©eeewXe* 30

Celebrate the Bohemian holiday JUNKAROO. Stage a parade through your house
with costumes and home made instruments to celebrate this festive holiday.

Tuesday
Kwanzaa is celebrated to honor African history. Poetry recitals and storytelling
are part o f the customs o f this family holiday. A sk your siblings and parents to
prepare a story or poem to read aloud after dinner.
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